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1862… the South wins the Civil War… America splits into two separate nations... 1942... Hitler wins World
War II... the world powers as we knew them, are no more… 2019….the Nazis are worse than ever and out to
conquer what’s left of the planet. In order to survive, the CSA and USA maintain uneasy alliances with two
mega-powers; the National Federation of Socialist States (NFSS) and the Imperial Asian Empire, whose
swastikas and rising suns cast ominous shadows upon American citizens. But all this changes the day
Captain Jeb Stuart Lee, the great-great grandson of Robert E. Lee, sets out in search of a lost friend, only to
discover the sinister reason behind his sudden disappearance is part of a master plan to rival Himmler’s
“Final Solution.” Aided by both Yankee and Reb friends alike, Jeb unravels a lethal ball of yarn that leads
back to Berlin, and exposes the Reichsfuhrer’s merciless plan to do what Alexander the Great failed to do;
conquer the civilized world. With the blessings of both Union and Confederate presidents, and the might and
muscle of naval and military forces from both nations, Jeb and his assault team set out on a one-way mission
to show the world what waits for them if the Nazis get their way. Unless the North and South can rise again -
together this time - to save America – and the world – before it’s too late.
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From reader reviews:

Jose Shepard:

What do you consider book? It is just for students as they are still students or it for all people in the world,
the particular best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that issue above. Every person has
diverse personality and hobby per other. Don't to be obligated someone or something that they don't would
like do that. You must know how great as well as important the book Rise Again. All type of book is it
possible to see on many sources. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Vera Harris:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era exactly where everything reachable by talk with the internet
and the resources included can be true or not require people to be aware of each information they get. How
individuals to be smart in getting any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book.
Looking at a book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information especially this Rise Again book because
book offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the details in this book hundred per cent guarantees
there is no doubt in it everbody knows.

Jennifer Crawford:

You are able to spend your free time to see this book this book. This Rise Again is simple to bring you can
read it in the park, in the beach, train along with soon. If you did not have much space to bring the particular
printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save typically the
book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Timothy Rhine:

This Rise Again is brand new way for you who has fascination to look for some information as it relief your
hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you into it getting knowledge more you know or else you who still
having small amount of digest in reading this Rise Again can be the light food in your case because the
information inside this kind of book is easy to get by anyone. These books produce itself in the form that is
reachable by anyone, yep I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in guide form make them
feel tired even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there is not any in reading a guide especially this one.
You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss the idea! Just read this e-
book style for your better life and knowledge.
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